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WINNERS’ Circle

Ables-Land, TX Dealer,
Gearing Up for 50th Anniversary Celebrations

Time to Get on
a Plane to
Washington, DC
As reported on page 26, the National Office Products Alliance,
the trade association for independent dealers, will be hosting
its annual Legislative Conference later this month on
Capitol Hill.
Putting it simply, you need to be there.
The dramatic changes we’ve seen in how the government buys its office supplies in recent years make it
more critical than it’s ever been for the independent
dealer’s voice to be heard by legislators and government
regulators. We need to ensure that if nothing else, we get
at least an equal share of the pie.

The Ables family (l. to r.): Chris, Gary, Julie, Cody and Tim.
It’s shaping up to be a special year for Gary Ables and his team at Tyler,
Texas-based Ables-Land, as they get ready to celebrate their 50th year
of service to the local business community.
Ables-Land is very much a family business. Gary’s father, Arnold,
founded the company in 1963, initially as a printing company.
Arnold added office products in 1973, and furniture—the company is
an authorized Herman Miller dealer—came along in 1980.
Today, reports Gary, the dealership still does some printing—about
10% of total volume—but office supplies and furniture make up the
lion’s share of the business at about 45% each.
The Ables family has plenty to celebrate as they look back on their dealership’s proud history. The company Arnold started with just one other
employee on the payroll has grown to become 30-plus hard-working
industry professionals strong today.
In addition to Gary, who has been company vice president since 1996,
other family members on the team include wife Julie, who handles
printing and bookkeeping; sons Chris (office supplies) and Cody (office
furniture) and nephew Tim Ables (outside sales).
“Being independent has been a wonderful thing for us,” proclaims Gary
proudly. “The only people we have to answer to are ourselves and our
customers and that’s very special. We tell our customers, ‘We want to
do business the way you want to do business.’ It’s an approach that
works just as well for us today as it did when we started our fifty years
ago.”
Congratulations to yet another hard-charging team of entrepreneurs
who are proving every day there’s still room in the office products space
for well-run, family-owned and operated independents!

In addition, other issues like the threat of “pass
throughs,” pseudo-independents who serve as little
more than front operations for much larger competitors;
how the government recognizes purchases from dealer
groups, and the need for reform and greater oversight of
the JWOD/AbilityOne program further underscore the
importance a strong turnout by dealers and their business partners this year.
NOPA has done an effective job of advocating for the independent in Washington, DC, but the association can’t
do all the heavy lifting that’s required these days on its
own.
The folks who make the rules and pass the laws that control government purchasing know how to count and if voters aren’t there in numbers, we shouldn’t be too surprised
if they don’t give our priorities the attention they deserve.
So make plans today to join your fellow dealers and other
association members and staff in our nation’s capitol February 26-27.
Sure it’s one more industry meeting and who needs that?
But it’s also an opportunity to help secure a better business environment for your dealership that’s too important
to pass up.

Continued on page 4
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In Atlanta, Local Chamber and Local
Independent Find a True Win-Win
Visit the U.S. Chamber of Commerce website and you’ll learn that more than 96% of
its members are small businesses and read
about the Chamber’s belief in small businesses and the way they “embody the spirit
of innovation, entrepreneurship and individual initiative.”
However, that belief doesn’t get in the way of
the sweetheart deal the U.S. Chamber has cut
with mega-retailer Sam’s Club or any of the similar arrangements local chambers have with Office Depot and their fellow big box operations.
It really doesn’t have to be that way. Just ask
the folks at the Metro Atlanta Chamber, who
for the past three years have endorsed local
independent MySupplies.com as its office
products supplier of choice.
The Atlanta chamber, explains MySupplies.com VP of sales Duane Thompson,
previously had a deal with Office Depot
based upon a master contract the Florida
big box had written with the Detroit-area
chamber organization.
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As part of that arrangement, the Atlanta
chamber, says Duane, paid a percentage
to their counterparts in Detroit by way of a
“handling fee.”
“We went to the Atlanta chamber and told
them we would match pricing on the Depot
contract, eliminate the handling fee and
give them the opportunity to support a locally-owned and operated business, all at
the same time,” Duane added.
It sounds like a win-win and evidently, the
Atlanta chamber agreed because they
made the switch to one of the local good
guys! Since then, MySupplies.com has developed similar relationships with several
other local area chambers and, says
Duane, those deals have proven very effective new business development generators.
“We’ve probably gained at least 20 new
accounts from each of the chambers that
we’ve worked with over the past few
years,” he reports happily. “In addition, it
has given us the opportunity to strengthen
ties with our existing customers who like
the idea of being able to support both their
local chamber and another local business
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while enjoying exceptional pricing at the
same time.”
And the moral of the story? If your local
chamber has a similar deal with Office
Depot, it might be worth trying to find out
if it too runs through Detroit.
If it does, you might just be able to emulate
MySupplies.com by eliminating the middle
man for your local chamber and giving its
members the opportunity to buy local and
still enjoy some very attractive savings at
the same time.

Convenience Office Supply, Austin,
TX Independent, Rebrands Under
Office Edge Name
Say goodbye to Convenience Office Supply
in Austin, Texas, and say hello to Office
Edge! After serving the local business community under the Convenience Office Supply
name since 1984, Dwight and Karen Bogart
and their team now have a new name and
logo for their dealership, following a comprehensive rebranding effort that has impacted
Continued on page 6
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virtually all aspects of the
operation.
“Like many dealers these
days, we’re pushing to
grow our jan-san and
breakroom business and
we felt the old Convenience Office Supply
name was too restrictive
for that effort,” Karen explains.
Working with the marketing folks at United Stationers, the Convenience team went in search of a look and feel for the dealership
that would support their one-stop-shop positioning and allow for
a message that would stress their service and office expertise.
For example, as their website now proudly proclaims, “The Office
Edge team provides smart solutions and supplies to make the
business day easier. We’ve been giving local Austin businesses
the edge up on their workday since 1984 with exceptional service,
selection and savings.”
The rebranding, says Karen, wasn’t exactly an overnight effort.
“We started thinking about a new direction for the company about
two years ago,” she reports. Planning for the transition involved
interviews by United staff with Karen, Dwight and others on the
Convenience team, as well as weekly conference calls to ensure
accountability and help keep the project schedule.

And was it all worth the effort? “It certainly gave us all a morale
boost at the dealership and our customers have also been very
receptive to the change,” reports Karen.
If you’d like to see for yourself how the rebranding is playing out, just point your browser to their new website at
http://getanedgeup.com.

In New Jersey, Premier Office Supply and Premier
Coffee & Water Re-Brand
as Premier Plus
In Kenilworth, New Jersey, coowners Michael Berman and
Barry Farbstein recently completed a re-branding effort on the
companies that were previously
known as Premier Office Supply
and Premier Coffee & Water.
Michael and Barry originally founded Premier Office Supply in 1990
and added Premier Coffee and Water as a separate operation with
Marshall Silverman several years later.
Now, after a nine-month process and with the expert help of INDEPENDENT DEALER columnist Krista Moore and the PureRed Creative
marketing organization, the duo has combined and rebranded these
Continued on page 8
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two successful businesses into one unified company, Premier Plus.
The rebranding, says Barry, not only means a new logo and redesigned website but also a new attitude.
“We’ve worked hard to weather the storms and compete against
the big boxes, and our new brand conveys that message,” says
Barry. “The new name, Premier Plus, emphasizes the personal
touch and the relationship-building that is such a key part of who
we are.”
Michael and Barry rolled out the new brand to their 28 employees
last month at a special “re-branding” party, and they are in the
process of introducing it to the marketplace through a new multitouch sales program.
“This is a very exciting time for us,” says Barry proudly. “We will
continue to concentrate on serving our customers and offering
them everything we did before, but now we can even go beyond…
with Premier Plus!”

Weiss Stationery in Cedarhurst, New York—together represent over
200 years of service to the New York business community.
Given the brand equity built up over that time, it’s not surprising they will
each be keeping their own names in the marketplace while striving to
take advantage of the synergies and scale economies the merger offers.
“Peck’s has a strong furniture operation, Crest is strong in printing
and Weiss has a very healthy basic office supplies business so there
are plenty of new cross-selling opportunities opening up,” notes
Peck’s vice president Chris Rhyne.
The deal also brings a much expanded market footprint and the potential to pool collective resources from an operations viewpoint to
create a stronger business foundation as an independent going forward. And the fact that all three dealers are members of the same
group, Independent Stationers, should help make for a smooth
transition.

Superior Business Products, NY
Dealer, Acquires Yankee Business
Solutions

Crest Office Products, Peck’s Office Plus and Weiss
Stationery, NYC Independents, Join Forces Under
Single Umbrella Organization

Superior Business Products president Ray
Seefeld

Three of New York City’s long-established independents have come
together under a single umbrella. The dealers in question—Crest Office Products in Long Island City, Peck’s Office Plus in Brooklyn and

In Schenectady, New York, Ray Seefeld
and his team at Superior Business ProdContinued on page 10
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ucts have completed a major expansion
of the office furniture side of their business
with the acquisition of Yankee Business
Solutions just down the road in Guilderland, New York.

acquiring major human capital is some
key areas—IT, operations and customer
service—and as a result, Mark himself
will have a lot more time to focus on the
sales side of the business.

Superior has been active in the furniture
business for over 28 years but, says Ray,
it’s been a relatively small part of the overall
operation—little more than 12% of sales.

Mark and his team haven’t been doing
too shabby in that area anyway. Sales in
2012 were up an impressive 25% over
the previous year and sales last month
were running close to double January
2012.

Nolan’s Office & Promotional
Products, San Antonio Dealer, on
Impressive Growth Curve
In San Antonio, Mark Nolan and his team
at Nolan’s Office & Promotional Products
are starting the new year off in fine style,
following the addition of five new associates from friendly local competitor American Business Solutions (ABS).
The ABS team together represents over
150 years of industry experience and
takes the total headcount at Nolan’s to
close to 30, reports Mark.
Just as importantly, he says, Nolan’s is

And, adds Mark, there could well be
more gains to come with the strong possibility of additional acquisitions on the
horizon. Stay tuned!

SD Independent Brown & Saenger
Acquires Two More Locations
Sioux Falls, South Dakota-based Brown &
Saenger last month announced the addition of two more locations in South Dakota,
following its acquisition of the assets of
Wheeler’s Business Products in Huron,
South Dakota, and Business Products Inc.

Expand your supplies product line.
Drive new sales through your website.
Develop your local market.

in Mitchell, South Dakota.
Wheeler’s was started in 1886, as a general store and through the years expanded
into an office and janitorial supply store,
along with a computer and copier repair
center.
The Schmitt family, who owned Wheeler’s
prior to the deal, acquired Business Products Inc. in Mitchell in 2006.
Brown & Saenger said it plans to continue
to operate both businesses in their current
facility. The two new locations both complement the product offerings Brown &
Saenger provides its clients with the addition of office machines and computer
services, the company said.

GA’s DeKalb Office Acquires TN
Dealer Interior Design Services
Alpharetta, Georgia-based Steelcase
dealer DeKalb Office announced last month
it has acquired Interior Design Services
(IDS) in Brentwood, Tennessee.
Continued on page 11
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With this acquisition, DeKalb Office will now serve the Atlanta,
Birmingham, and Nashville metropolitan markets.
“At DeKalb Office we believe in respect, integrity, community and
accountability—it’s the foundation of all we do. I’m excited to combine those fundamentals with my vision for the Nashville marketplace of providing a forward-thinking, insightful, flexible, and
thoughtful customer experience,” said John Rasper, DeKalb Office
president and CEO.

Father-Daughter Combination at All Makes Office
Equipment Takes Family Business to Whole New Level

“I would not be leading the life I’m leading had the transplant not
occurred,” says Larry. “I am the richest guy you know and it has
nothing to do with money.”
He gives today by volunteering with the Arizona Kidney Foundation. “I will go anywhere and talk to anyone about my experience,” he says.

Keeney’s Office Supply, WA Dealer, Gives Back to the
Community with Special Day of Service

All Makes Office Equipment in Omaha is a classic family-owned
and operated dealership where four generations of the Kavich
family have worked long and hard since 1918 to build a business
to be proud of.
Chairman Larry Kavich and his daughter Amee Zetzman, who
serves as executive vice president/CFO, have always been close
but the relationship went to a whole new level recently, when
Larry’s advanced renal failure necessitated a transplant and she
donated her kidney.
As reported in Omaha’s Metro Monthly magazine, the procedures
took place at the Mayo Clinic in Phoenix, with separate teams
performing the surgeries in adjoining operating rooms.
Larry had a new kidney and just as hoped, his body accepted it
without complications.
After only four days in the hospital after four hours of general surgery and frequent follow-up visits, Larry is now back to the full,
active lifestyle he knew before his kidneys failed.
And, reports the magazine, far from the arduous experience
Amee says donating is assumed to be, the two-hour procedure
left only “three little scars.” Just hours after the transplant, she
walked down the hall to find her father sitting up in bed. She returned to work half-days about a week later.
Larry says “it’s a miracle” she gave him this gift and resumed her
life without major interruption. Amee feels she only did what anyone would in the same situation. “If you knew you could change
someone’s life and you would still be OK wouldn’t you do it?” she
asks.
Just as her father had ample support, Amee also counts herself
lucky to have had a support network, the magazine reports.
Her husband and kids, she says, “were on board, they knew papa
was having issues. I have a good circle of friends who covered
all my bases, and I have a brother (All Makes president Jeff
Kavich) who covered my office base. Not everyone is in that position,” she says, adding that the National Kidney Foundation is
trying to devise programs to assist donors with things like childcare and out-of-work benefits they may need.
The family wants the public to know what a difference organ donation can make, says the magazine, whether getting on the national donation registry or volunteering to be a live donor.

The Keeney’s team gets ready to do some good deeds on their special Day
of Service.
In Redmond, Washington, Lisa Keeney and her team at Keeney’s
Office Supply were out in force last month and giving back to the
community when they closed for business January 21 (MLK Day)
to take part in a United Way-sponsored “Day of Service.”
Focus of Keeney’s efforts was Friends of Youth, a local non-profit
that serves young people facing challenging circumstances, that
was moving into a new location in nearby Kirkland.
The day started with a group of Keeney’s heavy lifters emptying
out a storage unit in Redmond and moving the contents to the
non-profit’s new home.
The Keeney’s team then helped create a functioning donation
area in the new building, constructing shelving units and organizing past donations of clothes, costumes, toys and personal hygiene products.
In addition, Keeney’s also helped update various marketing materials and other stationery with the new address.
“Friends of Youth is a fantastic organization that helps young
people in difficulties get their lives back on track,” said Lisa. “The
move not only provided us with a wonderful way to give back to
our community. It was also a fun and very productive day.”

Continued on page 12
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Walter S.
‘Mickey’ Hoyle
of Hoyle Office
Solutions
Walter S. “Mickey” Hoyle of Hoyle Office
Solutions in Arden, North Carolina, died
January 11, 2013 after a courageous battle
with cancer. He was 73.
Mickey joined the family dealership in 1960
and worked in the office furniture division
until his retirement in 2010.
He was a native and lifelong resident of
Asheville, North Carolina and an avid golfer
and long time member of The Country
Club of Asheville.

Mickey is survived by his parents, J.W.
“Red” and Christine G. Hoyle; his son, Rick
Hoyle (Paula) and their children, Evan and
Emerson Hoyle; his daughter, Kelly H.
Owensby (Jerry) and their son, Austin
Owensby.
Also surviving are Mickey’s two brothers
and sister, Jimmy, Tommy (who currently
serves as a vice president at the family
dealership) and Kathy Hoyle, current president of Hoyle Office Solutions). He is also
survived by the mother of his children,
Kathy H. McKinney; and a special friend,
Joyce Anderson.
In lieu of flowers, the family asks that
contributions in Mickey’s name be made
to either the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center Moon Shots Program, PO Box 4486,
Houston, TX 77210 or to the Mission
Healthcare Foundation, SECU Cancer
Center, 890 Hendersonville Road,
Asheville, NC 28803.

PM Company
Certimed Paper Rolls
PM offes a Full Line of Paper Rolls to
Meet Daily Business Needs.
We offer rolls for POS transactions, ATM,
Add-Roll, and Wide Format usage.
Line includes:
 FSC Mixed Sources Chain of Custody

 BPA Free Thermal paper made in the US and Canada
 Recycled cores and cartons

and sustainable products at
www.pmcompany.com or call
800.327.4359
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SECRETS OF SUCCESS:

Sayes Office Supply, Amherst, Alexandria, Louisiana
by Jim Rapp

The word is out: Sayes Office Supply has more than doubled its business in the last four years, at a time when many
dealers have found it difficult just to maintain sales levels.
Things have not always been so good for the Sayes family.
“My father started the original business in 1978, when it was
called United Office Supply,” explains son Kenny Sayes. “I
grew up in the business making deliveries while my older
sister drove me around because I was too young to drive. I
worked in sales, the warehouse and then in management.
“Then disaster struck. We sold the family business to U.S.
Office Products and everyone knows what happened to that
company.
“Fortunately, I managed to get out of my contract with them
and started a new business in 1998. Fifteen of their employees left within a week and joined our new dealership. Six
months later we moved back into our previous location.”

n

Kenny Sayes, President

n

Cindy Sayes, Vice President

n

Supplies, Furniture, Educational,
Equipment, Janitorial and
Breakroom

n

Founded: 1998

n

Sales: $15 million

n

Employees: 51

n

Partners: Independent Stationers,
Herman Miller, Afflink, United
Stationers

n

Online Sales: 37%

n

www.sayesoffice.com

Kenny Sayes, President

Lessons Learned
“Starting over again was fraught with problems, Kenny recalls. “I was trying to do everything, working 17-hour days and ending up
completely worn out. Then came the defining moment. I asked industry consultant Krista Moore for help. She literally saved my life,
starting with convincing me to hire a sales manager, a job that I was trying to do, but not doing very well.
“As time went on, I learned from all of this. One example may seem obvious to many dealers: Get help from others and get involved
in industry activities—buying groups, wholesalers and manufacturers. Most importantly, listen to and learn from my own employees.

Total involvement Makes Us Successful

n

Learning from our people, our industry and our community

‘Having managers in place allowed me to look at different parts of the business, see things I didn’t see before and visit customers and
other people in the community.”
Kenny is past chairman and a current board member of Independent Stationers. He and his employees are involved in so many community activities that it would take pages to mention them all.
One well known to local area children is the Youth Fishing Tournament. Kenny started the event some years ago and still remembers
its first year when the tournament drew some 60 kids. It’s grown a little since then. Last year there were over 2,000 participants and
the event generated national attention.
Kenny gives another example of the benefits of reaching out to others for help. “After three failed attempts to make the janitorial
supply business profitable, I talked to everyone, including successful dealers, manufacturers, distributors, etc. They gave me the marketing knowledge, pricing information and ability to determine the best products to do the job. Today, this category represents nearly
half of our total sales.”
And there’s little sign of a slowdown at Sayes Office Supply any time soon. Kenny projects continuing double-digit growth and further
expansion, particularly in the education market, while looking for acquisitions.
He also has other plans that he can’t talk about just yet, but I’m sure you’ll hear about them right here in INDEPENDENT DEALER
before too long.
Chalk up another success story for Independents!
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Newsmaker Interview:

Bob Keller

Chairman and CEO of
ACCO Brands and
2013 Spirit of Life Honoree
for City of Hope

It’s a special year for City of Hope, as the
Duarte, California-based medical research
and treatment center gets ready to celebrate
100 years of service.
For over 30 of those years, of course, the office products industry, through the City of
Hope’s National Office Products Council,
has played a critical leadership role in
fundraising for the organization. Indeed, our
industry today is the largest contributor to
the organization of any industry in the country, raising well over $100 million over the
years and enabling City of Hope to become
a global leader in the development of new,
lifesaving therapies for cancer, diabetes,
HIV/Aids and other life threatening diseases.

Later this year,
ACCO Brands chairman and CEO Bob
Keller will be feted
at a gala banquet in
Chicago as 2013
Spirit of Life Award
honoree. The banquet, September 26
at Chicago’s Navy
Pier, will mark the
culmination of a
year-long fundraising campaign that
will involve all segments of the industry—from
manufacturing all the way through to retail
and commercial distribution to the end user.
In the following interview, Keller reflects on the
key elements that make City of Hope a unique
center of excellence in research and treatment of deadly diseases and discusses some
of the ways industry members— and the independent dealer community in particular—
can support this year’s fundraising effort.

There are obviously many deserving
causes that you and the ACCO Brands
organization could choose to support.
What is it about the City of Hope that
makes it particularly deserving?

KELLER: There are two key reasons why
City of Hope deserves our support. First of
all, there’s the work they do on horrific diseases that impact all of us and the difference that work has made throughout the
organization’s history. Literally millions of
lives around the globe have benefitted from
their research, treatment and educational
programs.
Secondly, City of Hope has a unique claim on
ACCO Brands and any office products company because of the remarkable way our industry as a whole has rallied around this cause.
Office products is a challenging industry
and it’s extraordinarily competitive but in
unique way, we put all of that aside to come
together through City of Hope to try and
make a difference in the world that we live
in and in the communities that we serve.
I spent twelve years in the electronics industry with IBM and nine years in the information industry with Dun & Bradstreet
before joining ACCO Brands, but I’ve never
seen anything like the way every element
of our industry—from suppliers and manufacturers and distributors to independent
dealers and the big boxes—unite around
City of Hope.
Continued on page 18
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It’s a wonderful example of what businesses and industries can do if they can
find a common cause. City of Hope for so
many reasons is a fabulous common cause.

What sets City of Hope apart in your
view from similar organizations?
KELLER: City of Hope is relatively unique
in that it’s both a research and treatment
facility and a manufacturing facility and
that means a faster path from research in
the lab to clinical trials and new therapies.
Research at the City of Hope has given
rise to synthetic human insulin, targeted
cancer-fighting drugs, innovative new
technology for bone marrow transplants
and new strategies in the fight against HIV
and diabetes. But it’s not just the research
and the treatments themselves that make
City of Hope special.
The organization’s founders were inspired
by a fierce commitment to the dignity of
human life and that commitment is just as
strong today as it was 100 years ago.
If you spend any time at all at City of Hope,
it becomes apparent very quickly how
deeply their staff cares about the individuals they are treating and the families of
those individuals.
They work incredibly hard on the frontiers
of science and medicine but they work just
as hard to see to it that their patients remain people and are treated humanely. It’s
an organization we can be extraordinarily
proud of, not just because of what they do
but also, because of how they do it.

vertising to generate greater exposure.
Closer to home, our industry’s Spirit of Life
Award dinner this year will be back at the
Navy Pier and that means we’ll have more
capacity than we have had in a while.
To take advantage of that increased
space, we’re making a special effort this
year to encourage attendees at the dinner
and some of our other premier events to
include their spouses. Support of this kind
is a lot more meaningful when your family
is involved and can see for themselves just
how our contributions make a difference.
Also at this year’s dinner, we’re beginning
a special Hall of Fame recognition in addition to the Spirit of Life honoree, so that
we can honor individuals who have made
a difference to City of Hope over the years.
Our intent is to induct two new members
into the Hall of Fame each year who will be
selected by a subcommittee from the National Office Products Council. Inductees
will be announced at the campus tour of
City of Hope in March and they’ll be honored again at the dinner in September.

Do you have any special goals for your
own campaign?
KELLER: One of our key goals is to generate a broader level of contributions than
we’ve ever had before and get more people involved.
We’re asking industry firms at all levels to
reach beyond their corporate involvement
and do more to engage their employees
on an individual basis.

KELLER: City of Hope itself will be working

At ACCO Brands, for example, there are
opportunities for our employees to support City of Hope literally on a weekly
basis—from change jars in our cafeteria to
car washes, bake sales, lotteries to win a
paid day off and more.

to raise its profile on a national front in
2013 in recognition of the centennial. Last
month, they participated in the Rose Bowl
parade with a float and later this year, you’ll
see them doing national TV and radio ad-

I’ve also asked for this year’s campaign to
reach out beyond the traditional boundaries of our industry to include some of the
new players in categories like break room
and janitorial products. We’ve also

This is a special year for City of Hope
because of the 100th anniversary. What
are some of the special commemorative
activities we should be looking for?

reached beyond the U.S. borders into our
supplier base in Asia and those companies, I’m pleased to report, have been very
supportive.
We’re also adding additional events.
ACCO Brands specifically will be holding
a special event for independent dealers at
the Cabin Bluff lodge in Georgia which will
not only help raise money for the campaign but also give us the opportunity to
network and exchange ideas and information with some of our key customers.
Dates are April 7-10.
We also, of course, have a goal for how
much we’re going to ultimately contribute
to City of Hope during the campaign.
We’re off to an absolutely great start and
quite honestly, if we don’t end up exceeding $10 million, I’ll be disappointed.

Do you have any parting words for independents or suggestions on ways for
them to get involved?
KELLER: City of Hope has always enjoyed
tremendous support from the independent
dealer community and I don’t expect any
change in that for this year.
I would just ask everyone, across the
board, to at least try to do something. Not
everyone can host events but just about
everyone can participate in an event of
some kind and I’d certainly like to encourage all our industry friends to try.
Also, of course, there is a growing assortment of products from some of the top
brands in our industry where a component of
the sale goes to City of Hope. Those products offer many opportunities to make a difference just in the normal course of sales.
When people look back on our industry
many years from now, one of the greatest
legacies they will see will be what we did in
support of City of Hope and what City of
Hope was able to do with that support. I’d
encourage all the people in our industry not
to miss the chance to be part of that legacy.

Continued on page 20
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Think Independently
BMI OP Revelation

TM

The Truly Independent Software
Solution for Office Product Dealers
Competition in the Office Product industry is fiercer than ever. Your
independence is what sets you apart. OP RevelationTM advanced dealer ecommerce and business management software from BMI lets you remain
truly independent.
The choice is always yours in terms of the content you want to feature on
your e-commerce site and in terms of the search engine you want to use,
regardless of wholesaler. Your choices even extend to how you want to
deploy OP RevelationTM. Whether its On-Premises or Hosted in the Cloud,
BMI will deploy our software in a way that best suits your business model.
See why our dealers are reporting explosive growth. Visit us on the web at
http://www.bmiusa.com/industry-expertise/office-supply or call us today, toll
free, for a free consultation at 888-580-8382, X206.
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Avery Dennison Announces
Definitive Agreement to Sell Office
Products Business to CCL
Industries
Avery Dennison Corporation last month announced it has signed a definitive agreement to sell its Office and Consumer
Products (OCP) as well as its Designed and
Engineered Solutions (DES) businesses to
CCL Industries for $500 million in cash.
Avery Dennison’s Office and Consumer
Products business posted 2012 sales of approximately $730 million and adjusted operating income of approximately $86 million.
The transaction is subject to customary
closing conditions, adjustments and regulatory approvals and is expected to be
completed in mid-2013.
Headquartered in Toronto, Canada., CCL
is an international specialty packaging
company with 6,500 employees and over
70 operations across six continents.
Its Label Division was already the company’s largest business segment prior to
the acquisition, contributing approximately
83% to CCL’s total sales which were $1.2
billion (Canadian dollars) in 2011.
“CCL is one of our largest customers, and we
have a long-standing relationship with them,”
said Dean A. Scarborough, Avery Dennison
chairman, president and chief executive officer. “We are pleased that they will become
the steward of the Avery brand for office
products and augment their specialty converting portfolio through this transaction.”
Geoffrey Martin, president and CEO of CCL
Industries, said, “This acquisition has the
potential to transform our company at
many levels. We are acquiring the Avery
brand as part of the transaction to build on
the franchise established for many decades
for labels and other printable media that
consumers and businesses use in digital
computer printers around the world.
“In addition, we are significantly expanding
our CCL Label market sectors with our
entry into the North American durable
goods market. This acquisition is the
February 2013

largest in CCL’s history and takes the
company’s pro-forma annual revenue
above $2 billion for the first time.
“We know both businesses well and have
admired the people and the products for
many years. We expect the transaction to
be accretive on an earnings per share
basis in 2014 and beyond as the valuation
falls well within the established financial
parameters for CCL’s acquisitions in the
label industry over the last decade.”

(SDVOSB) classification.
The government’s Executive Order 13360
directs that at least 3% of all federal agencies’ contracting dollars go to businesses
owned by service-disabled veterans, giving Office Partners members a unique advantage when selling products to the
federal government, the group said.
Office Partners has also hired industry veteran Ron Elzy as its furniture and GSA
sales director.

AOPD Adds New Dealer, Heights
Office Products & Interiors in San
Antonio

Elzy comes to Office Partners with 26
years of experience in the office furniture
industry, including work with several of the
manufacturers that are a part of the Office
Partners program.

American Office Products Distributors
(AOPD), the dealer national accounts marketing network, has announced the addition of Heights Office Products & Interiors,
San Antonio, to its dealer membership.

To find out more about the benefits of this
new classification for Office Partners
members, contact Elzy at Ron@Officepartners.com or 502-553-7336.

“It is a pleasure to welcome Heights Office
Products as a new member of AOPD for
the San Antonio, Texas marketplace,”
stated Bud Mundt, AOPD executive director. “Heights president and CEO Ed Zuzula
brings with him many years of regional and
national account experience that will be
beneficial to AOPD as we look to expand
our footprint throughout the state of Texas.”
The addition of Heights brings AOPD’s
membership to 94 dealers and affiliates
with 179 locations throughout the United
States, as well as Canada, Europe and
Australia, the organization said.

Office Partners Acquires New GSA
Contract, Adds Industry Veteran
Ron Elzy to Staff
The Office Partners dealer buying group has
acquired a new
GSA
contract
designation with
Service Disabled
Veteran-Owned
Small Business
Independent Dealer

BPGI Names New CEO
The BPGI international dealer group consortium announced last month that former Office
Depot and Lyreco executive Barrie Hayes will
become its new CEO.
Hayes is an office products veteran with
over 25 years of industry experience in a
variety of distribution channels.
BPGI chairman, Claude Ackermann said “I
am delighted to announce that Barrie Hayes
has agreed to become the new CEO of BPGI.
Barrie’s experience, industry knowledge and
leadership qualities are highly regarded and I
know he will help in further strengthening the
group to achieve its goals.”
Commenting on his appointment, Hayes
said, “I am delighted to lead BPGI and play
my part in supporting the third largest office products network in the world. I look
forward to working with the BPGI members and the staff in defining and implementing the new strategic plan, enabling
us to continue to deliver real added value
to all of its stakeholders.”

Continued on page 22
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Ed Expo and CAMEX Join Forces on Joint Show to
Cover Education Market from Pre-K to Higher Ed
There were plenty of new products on display at last month’s Ed
Expo tradeshow in Atlanta, along with a full program of industry
education and workshops, but most of the buzz on the show floor
and meeting room corridors focused on the news that show organizers the National School Supply and Equipment Association
(NSSEA) and the National Association of College Stores (NACS),
organizers of the annual CAMEX show, will be co-locating their
events next year to form what they say will be the largest educational products tradeshow in the world.
Set for March 8-11, 2014 at the Dallas Convention Center, the
new joint event will cover 600,000 gross square feet and feature
exhibits from over 1,000 companies showcasing products for students from pre-school to college.
“We are thrilled to be joining forces with CAMEX to bring new opportunities for expansion and growth to our membership,” said
Jim McGarry, president and CEO of NSSEA.
“Our industry is undergoing dramatic change and the NSSEA
leadership should be commended for being proactive in providing
additional value to our members looking for ways to further serve
and expand its customer base.”

Dealer and retail attendees will have access to both shows by
registering for either event, the two organizations said in a joint
statement. The education program for Ed Expo will be held on
Saturday, March 8, and both exhibit halls will be open Sunday
and Monday from 9:00 am to 5:30 pm and on Tuesday from 9:00
am to 3:00 pm with open access for all show attendees.
“This combination of two excellent tradeshows will provide both
organizations’ members with unequalled access to products
and services that will help them differentiate themselves from
competitors,” said NACS CEO Brian E. Cartier, CAE. “We welcome NSSEA members to what will truly be a one-stop-shop
for innovative ideas.”

United Stationers Adds Key Executives, Launches
New Product Innovation Webinar Series
Wholesaler United Stationers has announced the addition of three
key executives to its marketing and online initiatives. Ric Phillips
has joined the company as president, online and new channels;
Girisha Chandraraj is United’s new vice president, digital commerce, and Diane Hund has assumed the position of vice president, marketing for the Supply Division.
Continued on page 23

New Wood-Look Silhouette
takes style and performance to the
next level with a powder-coated
aluminum frame.
Wood-Look Silhouette Enclosed
Boards match the durability of
aluminum with the elegance of a
wood finish, available in 2 shades.
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Phillips will be responsible for growing United’s new channels
business and strategically positioning the company to win online
by building new reseller capabilities for reaching the marketplace.
Most recently, he was a partner at McKinsey and Company in
Chicago. Previously, he held various positions with Baxter Healthcare Corporation in Deerfield, Illinois.
Chandraraj will lead the creation and delivery of digital commerce
capabilities across all channels and business units, as well as
guiding the company’s digital strategy. Most recently, Chandraraj
was executive vice president of marketing & sales for Blick Art
Materials in Chicago. Previously, he was senior vice president of
marketing, strategy and merchandising for Broder Bros. Corp, a
Bain Capital portfolio company in Philadelphia. He has also held
management positions with Marakon Associates, Ann Taylor, and
Kurt Salman Associates.
Hund will oversee the creation and delivery of the Supply Division’s
marketing strategy and programs. Most recently she was the senior marketing leader for Ball Horticultural Company, a leading producer and wholesale distributor of ornamental plants. Previously,
she held positions of president, Visionaire Products Inc., and global
marketing director for Danaher’s Videojet division. She also held
various positions with Boise Cascade Corporation/Office Max.
Separately, United also announced the launch of a new webinar
series, the Insight Spotlight Series, that will feature manufacturers
telling the story behind their product innovations.
The series kicked off last month with sessions highlighting Gojo and
ACCO Brands. Also on the initial schedule: Smead (February 8), Reckitt
Benckiser (February 22), 3M (March 8) and Innovera (March 29).
To register, visit the United Dealer Training (UDT) website:
http://udtod.csod.com. For non-UDT members, please visit
https://udtod.csod.com/default.aspx?c=newdealer to create a
user profile and participate. For those who are not able to participate in the live webinar, a recorded version is available afterward.

ECi Reports 500-Customer Mark, Record Sales for
Acsellerate in 2012
Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions has reported
its ECi Acsellerate sales intelligence program recently reached the
500-customer mark, a milestone that it said translates to nearly
3,000 global users integrated with almost 30 different ERP systems across 12 time zones.
“The Acsellerate team is proud of our accomplishments last year,”
said Steve Sabatini, president of ECi Acsellerate. “We not only
reached a significant milestone of more than 500 clients, but we
also made substantial feature enhancements and introduced new
offerings to support our loyal customer base. We are pleased that
the market continues to recognize our dedication to strengthening
independent businesses.”
February 2013

Also last year, the organization officially introduced Expert Intelligence, a new consulting service designed to help dealers take
calculated action to accomplish key initiatives.
Acsellerate also partnered with manufacturers to provide additional sales analytics for specific product lines, and made aggresive customer-driven enhancements to its CRM module, the
company said.

AmpliVox Wireless PA
Supports iPad, iPhone
and Other Media
Devices
AmpliVox Sound Systems has
launched its newly updated
SW720 Wireless PA system
which allows audio or video to
be played from MP3s, CDs,
DVDs, or any iDevice from
Apple (iPhones, iPads, or
iPods), complemented by a wireless handheld microphone.
The revamped SW720 Wireless PA System with Remote Controlled
DVD player now includes AmpliVox’s S1732 Cable and Adapter, enabling iPads and other Apple devices to be played and charged at the
same time. The unit also contains an integrated DVD/CD/MP3 disc
player with USB/SD card reader and video output that allows DVDs
to be viewed with a projector or other video display.
For voice amplification, the SW720 includes a built-in UHF selectable 16channel wireless receiver with wireless handheld microphone that has a
range of 300 feet.
For more information, visit: http://www.ampli.com/ipod-pa-system/.

The Highlands Group Launches New Dealer Podcast
Program
Independent rep organization The Highlands Group has announced the launch of an innovative new dealer podcast program.
Titled, “Wake Up with Heads Up from The Highlands Group,” the
podcast will be delivered bi-weekly on Monday mornings directly
to dealer inboxes.
The podcast features a short, 30-60 second audio clip that will
provide independent dealers with an audio reminder of current
vendor promotions and the corresponding sales materials that
may be available to them.
The podcasts will feature a different national vendor each time
and will also be set to a variety of different types of music to appeal to all tastes.

Independent Dealer
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The idea originated with Adam Bradley,
account manager in the Mid Atlantic, who
felt it was a fresh, new way to touch the independent dealer community.
“Since the inception of the Heads Up
dealer program, our goal has been to continuously bring our dealers the content
they need in creative and novel ways and
Adam’s idea for a dealer podcast was just
that. ‘Wake Up with Heads Up from The
Highlands Group’ is the perfect avenue to
remind the dealer community that we represent a wide variety of their favorite vendors and that we are there to help them be
successful,” stated Mandy Pusatera, The
Highlands Group director of e-marketing
and social media marketing.

Walt Riley
of Lynn-Edwards
Walter Edward Riley, who co-founded and operated LynnEdwards Wholesale Office Supply for over 30 years, died
peacefully at his home in Meadow Vista, California, January 16, surrounded by family and close friends.
Walt was born in Detroit in 1934 and moved to California
in 1945. He served in the army and navy, and was a graduate of Sacramento State University before co-founding
Lynn-Edwards.
After Lynn Edwards’ acquisition by what was then Associated Stationers in 1992, Walt owned and operated Cowdery’s Blank Legal Forms Company in Meadow Vista.
Walt is survived by his wife Molly; daughter, Marti Nichols
(Ryan); son, Ian (Michelle); grandsons, Sean Walter-Edward and Jack Edward; sister, Marilyn; as well as several
nieces and nephews. He was predeceased by his sister,
Nina Chamberlain.
Memorial contributions are asked to be made to Acres of
Hope, 17855 Lake Arthur Road, Applegate, CA 95703.

Your Presence on Capitol Hill is Urgently Needed to Support Your Business and Industry
Join NOPA to Advocate for Restored Access to the Federal Market for All Independents:

February
26 & 27
2013

x

Participate in Congressional Meetings to Urge
Changes in FSSI Implementation

x

Support Introduced Legislation to Curb
Small Business “Pass-Through” Problem

x

Seek Passage of Bill to Ensure Full Recognition
of Purchasing from Dealer Groups

x

Urge New Congress to Introduce Legislation
to Reform JWOD/AbilityOne Program

Register ASAP!

February 2013
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Thank you

to our friends in the office products industry

On behalf of Chartpak and S.P. Richards we would like to thank you for donating to the Hurricane Sandy Disaster
Relief Initiative. We are grateful you have responded to our request for help with such compassion and generosity.
Once again the OP industry has proven to be very generous to those in need.
Families across New Jersey are struggling to recover from the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, and must deal with the
consequences of severe flooding and damages created by the hurricane. This will continue for months and in some
cases years. The industry responded immediately with numerous disaster relief shipments and emergency supplies
to support shelters and food banks serving people in crisis. You sent exactly what we asked for and the agencies
were extremely thankful for the support.
We received over 150,000 pounds of supplies and we shipped out multiple trailer loads of supplies.
Our initiative could not have been successful without the support we received from people like you. Offering a simple
“Thank You” for your donation never quite feels like it’s enough to us, because what you’ve done is help us to help
the “hopeless”. You have our deepest thanks for helping us bring help and hope to so many.
Although it is impossible to thank the scores of you who have helped with this initiative we would be remiss to not
mention our friends at ACCO, Fellowes and Office Snax who went over and above with their generosity.

February 2013

Mike Fingerhut

Jack Reagan

Chartpak, Inc.

S.P. Richards Co.
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NOPA Announces Legislative
Conference/Capitol Hill Day

Join NOPA to Advocate for Restored Access to the Federal Market for All Independents
NOPA is urging dealers of all sizes to come
to Washington, D.C. February 26-27 for a
Legislative Conference/Capitol Hill Day to
address key issues of concern and influence the newly elected Congress’s agenda
for 2013.
• Participate in congressional meetings to
Influence the future FSSI procurement
round
• Support legislation/SBA rulemaking to
curb the small business “pass-through”
problem
• Seek passage of a bill to ensure full
recognition of government purchasing
from dealer groups
• Urge the new Congress to introduce legislation to reform the JWOD/AbilityOne
program
This year’s event has particular importance
for NOPA and member dealers given the
arrival of newly elected representatives and
senators, the inauguration of President
Obama for a second term and the anticipated launch of a third-generation Federal
Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI) on office
supplies and initial FSSI procurement programs for Jan-San and MRO products
later this year.
On the legislative front, NOPA needs members’ ‘grassroots’ action in Washington,
DC, and at home to gain broader congressional support for a number of important
legislative reforms that have progressed in
Congress in recent years and need to be
February 2013

reintroduced in Congress this spring.
These include bills to curb “pass-through”
abuses, provide full recognition of the
socio-economic status of office products
dealers who serve federal customers under
a dealer group’s GSA schedule contract
and establish meaningful congressional
oversight and full transparency of the expanding AbilityOne/JWOD program.
Your participation is essential if NOPA is to
prevail on these critical matters!
NOPA’s program begins with a welcome
reception on Tuesday, February 26, and
breakfast briefing on Wednesday, February
27 by government affairs expert Paul Miller
on NOPA’s key federal issues.
Following the briefing, attendees will head
to Capitol Hill for pre-arranged congressional meetings throughout the day.
Accommodations have been reserved at
the Radisson Reagan National Airport
Hotel in Crystal City (Arlington), VA. NOPA
is making it even easier to participate, with
a convenient airport hotel location
($150/night + tax) and a low $150 conference registration fee that includes the reception, breakfast, transportation to/from
Capitol Hill on Metrorail, NOPA support for
scheduling meetings on Capitol Hill and all
program materials.
More information is available at
http://www.nopanet.org/2013-NOPALegislative-Conference-Announced or call
800.542.6672 with any questions.
Independent Dealer

Program Schedule
tuesday, february 26
7:00 PM:
NOPA Legislative
Conference Reception
________________________

wednesday, february 27
7:00 – 9:00 AM:
NOPA Legislative
Briefing/Breakfast
9:00 AM – 10:00 AM:
Metrorail Transportation
to Capitol Hill
10:00 AM – 4:30 PM:
Pre-Arranged Congressional
Meetings
5:00 PM onward:
Departures
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By Stephanie Vozza
Independent office product dealers are an ingenious group. They
may not have the large marketing budgets of the big box retailers,
but they more than make up for it in creativity and drive.
INDEPENDENT DEALER recently caught up with six marketing
professionals to find out their secrets to success. While all believe
in consistency, each had his or her own method, drawing on a
broad range of tactics and resources—including a marsupial mascot— to strengthen their brand and engage customers on multiple
levels. Here’s a look at how these marketers make reaching their
target a top-of-the list task.

The
Passionate
Marketer:
Margee
Witt, CEO,
Blaisdell’s Business Products,
San Leandro, California
Margee Witt loves marketing. As CEO of Blaisdell’s Business Products, she says her company is “all about sales and marketing.”
“We view marketing as a way to support and demonstrate our core values,” Margee explains. “Our mission is to take good care of our customers, and our tag line is ‘Have a Great Workday.’ For us, it’s more
than just product sales. We want to provide valuable information and
solutions, too.”
Margee, who is not formally trained in marketing but has learned by
doing, says her strategy over the past seven years has gradually grown.
“When United Stationers started its SmartDeals Program, we focused on developing a strong email database,” she says. “As we
February 2013

watched it grow, we started planning our own internal campaigns.”
The company went on Facebook and then Twitter. Part of the
challenge has been manpower, Margee says, but she’s hiring a
full-time marketing person in 2013.
To date, Margee says her marketing budget has been approximately 2% of sales, though she expects that figure to double
when she hires more help.
Margee believes the most important component of marketing is
consistency of message and brand, and she credits United Stationers with helping her company in this area.
“United has supported us throughout our branding process,” she
says. “They have also helped with email and flyer programs. Our
manufacturers are also supportive. They’re always bringing us
new products and helping us make our customers aware.”
And branding involves every part of her company.
“From customer service to our delivery staff, everything a customer sees and doesn’t see contributes to our branding” she
maintains. “Everything should be in agreement with our company’s core values.”
That focus on core values is not just for marketing purposes,
though. For Margee Witt and her team, it’s also part of why she
looks forward to going to work each day.
“If something isn’t fun, it’s not worth doing,” she says. “I love my
gang. When we’re all focused on our core values—serving our
customers—we find so many fun opportunities.”
One of her dealership’s most successful campaigns came about
when they shared their internal values with customers.
“We strive to be a green business,” Margee says. “Many of our customers are looking to further their own sustainability efforts. We
shared our systems with customers, and offered some great solutions. We weren’t selling anything, but it helped with our relationship development and that keeps our customer retention rate very
high.”
Margee expects her company’s marketing efforts to change as
social media and technology change. “I can’t predict what the future will bring, but we will be keeping our eyes open.”

Independent Dealer
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The We-Can-Do-It-Better
Marketers: Betsy Hughes, vice
president of sales
and marketing,
and Ashley Barger,
marketing director,
Friends Business
Source, Findlay, Ohio
At Friends Business Source, the primary
goal of any marketing campaign is to increase sales and strengthen customer loyalty. And the way they do this is by looking
at what the big box office supply companies are doing and doing it better.

Ashley Barger

Betsy Hughes

“Independent dealers often struggle with the thought that they
need to compete with the big boxes,” says Betsy Hughes, vice
president of sales and marketing. “Instead of mirroring their programs, we improve upon them.”

tomer’s office,” she says. “We send a team of managers and our
CEO, and personally thank customers for their business. We give
them a gift basket and then we post it on Facebook. We have
customers calling asking how their office can be crashed.”

For example, Betsy noticed the popularity of rewards programs
and knew her company needed to do something similar.

Betsy says Friends’ marketing strategy is constantly changing.
“You need to be ahead of the curve rather than reactive,” she
says. “Some dealers haven’t embraced social media. We’ve not
only embraced it, we’ve started to look ahead.”

“The problem we saw was that Staples puts exclusions on almost
everything in their rewards program, making it very confusing for
customers,” she says. “Our program doesn’t have exclusions. It
has attracted new customers and helped double order sizes with
current customers.”
Marketing director Ashley Barger says her vendors have been an
important resource in marketing to their customers. “The reps always ask how they can help,” she says. “For example, Pentel
offered to support our Google Adwords campaigns that take customers to our website.”

She says her teenage daughter told her the younger generation is
moving away from Facebook and using Twitter. It’s caused her to look
at more ways to use Twitter in marketing.
“We also know Pinterest is an upcoming platform,” she says.
“We’re considering how we can create a good
strategy and use these tools. If you don’t,
you’ll be left behind.”

Ashley says social media is a big part of
their marketing plan. “We’re on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn,” she says.
“Facebook is our largest presence, with
8,300 likes. We have a lot of fun with it and
it’s helped us with customer interactions.”

“We want to make sure the right person is
getting the right marketing piece,” she
says. “And we want to make sure they’re
getting it in the vehicle that is most convenient for them.”
That involves tracking results.

During the holiday season, for example,
Friends Business Source offered a free giveaway every Wednesday, with samples from
companies like Elmer’s or 3M. The campaign
helped grow their Facebook following tenfold.
Another successful campaign is what the company calls Office Crashers.

“It’s important to know if the campaign
worked,” she stresses. “Then change
it up if it’s not working. As independent dealers, we can easily tweak our
campaigns, keeping things fresh and new.
Our customers like that.”

“Each month we go out and crash a loyal cusFebruary 2013

Ashley says the company’s biggest challenge is segmenting customer lists.

Continued on page 29
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The Standout Marketer:
Vicki Giefer, vice president
of marketing, S&T Office
Products, St. Paul, MN

the company’s database.
“It is great for billing and contract
maintenance but it needs work for
us to get to the right people within
an organization,” she says. “The accounts payable people are not always the end-users. We want to
make sure our marketing is reaching the correct people.”

During the past few years, Vicki Giefer has
seen her job as vice president
of marketing for S&T
Office
Products
change.
“The Twin Cities is a very
competitive market with
four strong independent
dealers,” she says. “It used
to be our focus was just
competing against the big
boxes. Today, differentiation
is even more important.”

Eco

S&T’s largest target market is
government, including federal,
local and veterans’ healthcare,
and Vicki says her most important resource is manufacturers.
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“Our buyers are women between
25 and 56, and we offer what’s important to them,” she says. “I
think our websites will be as robust as the publicly traded competition. Differentiation will be key. We will be competing with
Amazon.com even more than we are now and so we have to
make the entire customer experience more relevant.”

stoffice
www.

“They offer promotions that are tested and measurable,” she says. “We also have great relationships with
our wholesale partner (S.P. Richards) and our buying group
(TriMega). Both have created effective integrated marketing
campaigns and we take parts of them and ‘S&T-ize’ them.”
One of the company’s most successful marketing campaigns has been its customer meetings, which are held
twice a year and include a speaker and lunch.
“The meetings give us the chance to show our dealership’s
depth of services as well as new products that our customers traditionally wouldn’t consider ordering from us,”
she says.
One such meeting is S&T’s EcoExpo, held each April to showcase
earth-friendly initiatives.
Another successful campaign is Super Tuesday Specials, which
features one item a week at a greatly reduced price or a premium
item with purchase..
Vicki, who has a degree in marketing, says S&T doesn’t have a
specified marketing budget, but instead works closely with manufacturers to utilize marketing dollars to the fullest.
“Dollars have been lean,” she says. “We reduced our spending
for the past two years on day-to-day materials but not drastically.
We will spend a bit more this year; we put new graphics on five
trucks this past year and that used a lot of resources.”
Currently, Vicki is focusing on sales support materials, customer
loyalty and involvement programs. She is also working to optimize
February 2013

Vicki says the most important element in any marketing campaign is
an understanding of your audience.

The Strategic Marketer:
Shannon
Evans, COO,
Apex Office
Products,
Tampa, Florida
Shannon Evans, chief operating officer of Apex Office
Products, spent a decade in
the advertising industry. During that time, he honed triedand-true methods of targeting markets. He brought his expertise
to Apex to achieve its primary marketing goal: securing the first
interview.
“We want to find out more about our clients and determine if a
relationship would be a good fit,” he says. “We send out executive
letters and emails. We utilize office supply kit samples. And we
follow up with calls. Our whole process is to make a strong brand
impression.”
Shannon says his job is to make Apex top of mind for its customer
base, which he describes as white-collar office employees.
“We want to make work life more efficient and productive,” he says.
“We show potential customers what we’ve done for other companies in their industry and why we believe we are a good fit for them.”

Independent Dealer
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Shannon says he’s seen his company’s marketing strategy
change during the past few years.
“We’re more geared towards becoming a trusted partner instead
of just a place to go for office products. Big boxes have done a
great job with exposure, but customers get lost in shuffle when
everything is geared toward price.”
When it comes to marketing resources, Shannon calls upon the
plethora of collateral materials offered by manufacturers.
“Our first call is to S.P. Richards or United,” he says. “The materials they offer have helped us create a turnkey system for promotions and marketing.”
Shannon says his company also focuses on marketing strategies
such as social media, postcards and truck wraps.
“The branded message must have continuity,” he says.
“Everything must keep the same look and feel.”
Apex allots a dollar amount to its marketing budget, and
Evans says it’s “whatever the company can swallow.”

The Operational Marketer: Karla
Veliz, vice president of operations
and marketing, Economy
Office Supply, Glendale, California
Karla Veliz has been with Economy Office Supply for 14 years,
and during that time she’s worn a lot of hats. Marketing was recently added to her job description, and while she’s embracing
the chance to marry sales with operations, she says she’s been
learning as she goes.
“I heard the term ‘spray and pray,’” she says. “I realized that was
what I was doing-just
sending out stuff and hoping it worked. Now we target our customers, track
results and follow-up.”

“Our budget changes throughout the year based on necessity,” he says. “We use our co-op dollars and the tools manufacturers allow us to utilize through contests and
promotions.”
While he wouldn’t offer details, Shannon says his company
has some exciting marketing campaigns up their sleeves
for 2013, including the use
of a new mascot, CC the
Cost Cutting Kangaroo.
He said one of the company’s most successful campaigns in 2012 was the Product
Tester program.
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Karla’s main goal is to be
top-of-mind for the company’s customers, which
are mainly healthcare organizations and legal
firms. One of her favorite
resources is Google; she
uses it to research what
other industries are doing.
“I pull ideas from everywhere,” she says. “I look at what restaurants and car dealers are
doing and find a way to make it fit for our industry.”
The idea for one of Economy Office Supply’s most successful
marketing campaigns came from auto dealers.
“We were inspired by dealership clunker promotions,” she says. “So
we did an ugly office chair contest and it was quite successful.”
Karla also utilizes marketing sales flyers provided by AOPD as
part of a cooperative charitable effort to raise money for the City
of Hope cancer research and treatment center.
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Shannon says his customers tell him what’s most important to them.
“We know we have to be impressive on price, but there’s more involved in the process,” he says. “Marketing is only as good as
your follow up. You can dump a lot of money into marketing, but
if you don’t follow up, you won’t have a return on your investment.”

“The AOPD flyer offers us a great opportunity to work with our
suppliers,” she says. “We learn about new products as do our customers, it is a great tool for both of us. Best of all, we partner with
our customers to support a great organization like City of Hope!”
Economy Office Supply consistently allocates 5% of sales to its
marketing budget. The company also uses money it receives from
its buying group, as well as support from wholesalers. Karla says
no matter how you spend your money, effective marketing is
about building relationships with customers.
“Instead of just sharing what’s on sale, we use emails to present
information such as how to be organized,” she explains. “It’s not
a matter of selling, it’s giving customers a story or useful information that will work for them.”
Continued on page 31
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Karla stresses consistency and repetition is important to all marketing efforts.

moving target and the company’s partners, such as United Stationers, help them stretch precious marketing dollars.

“Whether it’s a video on our website
or a news message we have to share,
our message must be constant,” she
says. “This includes educating customer service on all of our promotions.

“So many things can fall under marketing,” she says. “We don’t
necessarily assign a number, but we do make marketing and
branding a priority.”

“Social media is here to stay and
the dot.com side of business is
also here to stay. We have to find
ways to make sure we’re there,
and that we’re using it all effectively to support our message.”

“Three years ago, you could throw up a website and that was all
you needed,” she says.
“Today the demand for information and the speed at
which it’s expected have totally changed all that. Marketers who are not willing
to go deep and wide are
missing an opportunity to
connect with consumers.
There are millions of
sources of information,
and you need to be willing to interact at the
speed your customers expect.”

The Optimistic Marketer: Regina
Corley, marketing manager, Perry
Office Plus, Killeen, Texas
Regina Corley of Perry Office Plus believes this is an exciting time to
be in marketing.

Regina, who worked in marketing for a nonprofit before joining
Perry Office Plus in November 2012, says she has seen marketing
change.

Regina says her biggest challenge is cutting through the clutter:
“You have to make your content meaningful and
give customers a reason to look at it. You have to
cut through the noise.”

“The paradigm is shifting; we
have so many channels and options,” she says. “It’s a lot of fun to
try different things and take risks.
You can’t be afraid to explore new
areas.”

That also means not forgetting who you are, she
contends.
“It’s easy to get caught up in what everybody else
is doing or in competing with others,” Regina
warns. “Henry Ford said the best competitors
don’t worry about what everyone else is doing.
Our motto is ‘We Make Business Personal.’ That
goes in everything we do. If we can stay true to
who we are, encompass our brand by whatever
promotion we’re running and know our customers
by face and by name, then people will continue to
trust us. I believe in doing everything with fidelity.”

Regina, who holds a bachelor’s degree in marketing, says her company
enjoys
strong
name
recognition, and her job is to make
sure Perry Office Plus comes up in
every office supply conversation.
“My goal is to build loyalty,” she
says, adding that her biggest resources are the Web and social
media.
“No longer do I have to guess at what works,” she says. “I can easily
look at what my colleagues are doing in other markets and find a
way to make it work here. I can also easily reach customers. They’re
in so many places; we have to be in those same places, too.”

Stephanie Vozza is an award-winning journalist with more than 20 years
of experience writing about and for businesses. Publications where her
articles have appeared include Entrepreneur magazine and Business
Tennessee. For more information, visit www.stephanievozza.com.

Regina says tools like Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest make customer engagement fun.
“Beyond refilling the pen jar, we want to provide customers with
information,” she says. “From how to organize and the best way
to hold meetings – if customers can come to us and get another
layer, it builds a relationship.”
Regina says Perry Office Plus’s marketing budget has been a
February 2013
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Keys to Increased
Success in the
Cleaning and
Breakroom Category
By Mark Pelletier

With the decline in demand for more traditional office product supplies, OP dealers
today can struggle to fill the sales and revenue void. Many are filling that gap with
non-traditional products like cleaning and
breakroom supplies. There’s a wide world of
opportunity here, but the products and the
industry are very foreign to most dealers.
One of the challenges faced is the product
knowledge needed to sell with confidence
and authority. There are so many different
product choices and options available that
it can boggle the mind.
First, invest in product training programs
that are available through your suppliers.
You can’t absorb key product essentials
through some sort of Vulcan mind-melt. In
depth industry and product training sessions are essential.
Secondly, appoint a category point person
on your sales team. That person is responsible for learning all that they can about the
category and coaching the rest of the team.
Expanding this further, when Cleaning &
Breakroom is more than 10% of your total
business, you should consider hiring an industry-experienced Subject-Matter Expert (SME).
An SME can assist your sales team with infield sales coaching, product demonstrations and general training and serve as a
category go-to resource. This support will
enhance an inexperienced sales person’s
product knowledge, thereby increasing
confidence levels.
A second challenge for the independent
dealer channel is pricing. Challenges range
from what they should pay for product to
what they should charge consumers.
February 2013

Because of the cost advantages they garner, traditional competitors buy in bulk and
floor stock product. For competitive pricing
reasons, this model challenges dealers to
also consider buying product in bulk and
floor stocking key items.
For a dealer whose model is stockless, a
wholesaler can’t always accept low margins while incurring all of the operational
overhead.
Be willing to accept lower margins if you
are not incurring any operational overhead,
or you will price yourself out of contention.
This industry is a net-priced world. Don’t
pad pricing with house loads or it will put
you in a non-competitive situation.
Traditional jan san distributors haven’t embraced the Web like office products dealers, so there isn’t a lot of visibility to local
market pricing. Dealers will have to learn by
trial and error what local market pricing is
for jan-san products.
Move beyond being an order taker by learning
how to sell the product attributes and costs
savings of a private brand. National brands
have their proper place when a consumer desires the highest level of product quality.
Keep an open mind about the value of a private
brand when the consumer is strictly focused on
a good product at a commodity price.
Finally, public bid business carries a low win
rate—not to mention a low profit margin—don’t
chase large public bid business in this category.
When it comes to jan-san marketing, category
awareness campaigns are critical to inform your
customers that you can offer these products to
them.
Independent Dealer

Use supplier marketing tools, e-flyers and
all the other various programs available.
Beef up your company website so that it
gives equal importance to Cleaning &
Breakroom along with the other product
categories you sell. Don’t bury your C&B
products five clicks away from your main
landing page.
For the “category-curious,” inexperienced
reseller, here are five basic steps to selling
more C&B products:
• Start by targeting your 10 best/loyal customers.
• Focus on small and medium-sized businesses because they’re the ones who
value the service you offer.
• Meet the decision maker and learn why
they buy from certain vendors. Are there
are any enhanced services you can offer
that their current supplier doesn’t?
• Tour your prospect’s facility to see if they
have duplicate products or outdated dispensing systems. Make sure you capture
a list of all of the products that they are
using.
• Create a proposal that focuses on your
service differences compared to their current supplier(s). NEVER give a prospect
just your pricing. Primarily sell them how
you can enhance current service levels at
competitive price levels, and always “ask”
for the business.

Mark Pelletier is director of the OfficeJan
Category Team for United Stationers
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Offer Good from January 1, 2013 Through June 30, 2013
4

FINISH® Powerball Tabs – for use in consumer type dishwashers only

OFFICE DEALER SALES REP CLEAN AND FRESH OFFICE PROMOTION
January 1, 2013 through June 30, 2013
PRODUCT

SCENT

FINISH® - POWERBALL® 3-in-1 Tab*

Fresh Scent

ORDER
NUMBER

SIZE
20 count

# OF
EACH

REBATE
CALCULATOR

77050

Total # of Each @ $0.50 ea.

*For use in consumer type dishwashers only
Original Scent
Fresh
Country Scent®
Crisp Linen®

Professional LYSOL® Brand Disinfectant Spray
(Ready-To-Use)

19 oz. aerosol
19 oz. aerosol
19 oz. aerosol
19 oz. aerosol

04650
04675
74276
74828

Total # of Each @ $0.25 ea.
LYSOL® Brand Disinfectant Wipes (Ready-To-Use)

Lemon & Lime Blossom
Ocean Fresh™

LYSOL® Brand HEALTHY TOUCH Antibacterial Hand Soap
Starter Kit (Ready-To-Use)

White Dispenser
Soothing Cucumber Splash

80 ct. canister
80 ct. canister

77182
77925

Total # of Each @ $0.50 ea.
1 kit

00061

Total # of Each @ $2.00 ea.
LYSOL® Brand HEALTHY TOUCH Antibacterial Hand Soap Refills

Soothing Cucumber Splash

8.5 oz bottle

00062

Grapefruit Essences

8.5 oz. bottle

00066

Total # of Each @ $0.25 ea.
®

AIR WICK® FRESHMATIC® Ultra Starter Kits

Fresh Waters
Lavender & Chamomile™

1 kit
1 kit

79782
87134

Total # of Each @ $2.50 ea.
AIR WICK® FRESHMATIC® Ultra Refills

Lavender & Chamomile™
Fresh Waters®

6.17 oz aerosol cans
6.17 oz. aerosol cans

77961
79553

Total # of Each @ $0.25 ea.
LYSOL NEUTRA AIR® Aerosols (Ready-To-Use)

Revitalizing Fresh
Energizing Citrus Zest

10 oz. can
10 oz. can

76938
76940

Total # of Each @ $0.50 ea.
®

LYSOL Brand POWER & FREE™ Hydrogen Peroxide
Multi-Purpose Cleaner (Ready-To-Use)

Citrus Sparkle Zest
Oxygen Splash

22 oz. trigger
22 oz. trigger

85017
85018

Total # of Each @ $0.50 ea.
®

LYSOL Brand POWER & FREE™ Hydrogen Peroxide
Bathroom Cleaner (Ready-To-Use)

Cool Spring Breeze

LYSOL® Brand POWER & FREE™ Hydrogen Peroxide
Multi-Purpose Wipes (Ready-To-Use)

Oxygen Splash
Oxygen Splash

22 oz. trigger

85668

Total # of Each @ $0.50 ea.
75 ct. Canister
35 ct. Canister

88070
88069

Total # of Each @ $0.50 ea.
®

LYSOL Brand POWER & FREE™ Hydrogen Peroxide
Toilet Bowl Cleaner (Ready-To-Use)

Cool Spring Breeze

24 oz. angle neck bottle

85020

Total # of Each @ $0.50 ea.

MINIMUM REBATE = $10. TOTAL MAXIMUM REBATE = $100

TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.50
= $ ______________

TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.25
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.50
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $2.00
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.25
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $2.50
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.25
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.50
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.50
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.50
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.50
= $ ______________
TOTAL # OF EACH
X $0.50
= $ ______________

TOTAL REBATE DUE =

Here’s How to Get Your Dealer Rep Rebate!
1. Sell any products as detailed in the
promotion.
2. Complete rebate form (original or
photocopy) and mail with proof-of-delivery
or velocity reports. These are the only
acceptable proofs-of-purchase. This rebate
certificate may not be purchased, traded or
sold. Any other use constitutes fraud.
3. Proof-of-delivery must be dated between
1/1/13 and 6/30/13.
4. Offer request must be postmarked by
7/31/13.
5. Total rebate minimum of $10 per per dealer
sales rep.
6. Total maximum rebate not to exceed $100.
7. Upon receipt, Reckitt Benckiser will mail
your rebate check directly to you. Allow
6-8 weeks for delivery. Do not deduct
rebate from your invoice.

8. Rebate applies only to eaches purchased
for direct sales to the commercial end
user. Sales to or through consumer
retail, business to business retail or
internet channels are not eligible. Direct
to consumer sales are not eligible. For
eligibility questions, call 1-800-560-6619.
9. MAIL TO: Reckitt Benckiser LLC
Office Dealer Clean and Fresh
Office Promotion
1111 East South River Street
Appleton, WI 54915-2225
OFFER LIMITED TO: Merchandise purchased by
institutional and commercial business customers
in the United States only and is not valid in
conjunction with any other Reckitt Benckiser
rebate offer.

Dealer
Sales Rep Name _________________________________________________

Visit us at our website:
www.reckittprofessional.com

Dealer Sales Rep
Signature: ______________________________________________________

Phone Number (_________) ________________________________________
E-mail _________________________________________________________
Dealer Name ____________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________________________________
State ________________Zip _______________________________________

© 2013 RB. All rights reserved.

Hiring a Specialist to
Accelerate Growth
in the Cleaning and
Breakroom Supplies
Category
By Chris Whiting
The Cleaning and Breakroom Supplies
(CBS) category represents a large, profitable, and continuously growing opportunity for the office products dealer. The
category includes paper products, cleaning chemicals and equipment, restroom
supplies, beverages and snacks, breakroom disposables and more.

in this channel and are investing heavily in
it too. Many key suppliers in the CBS category have started to support dealers with
the help of manufacturer rep groups who
represent their company and take their
value proposition directly to the independent dealers and end users on behalf of the
manufacturer.

While CBS is not a new category, it has
never been more strategically important as
sales of other traditional segments of
products have leveled off or in some instances declined.

They are very familiar with the OP channel
and are able to leverage their already established relationships to gain results
quickly. Manufacturer rep groups can balance the interactions with suppliers and
dealers to help give dealers a leg up.

Now that we have had well over a decade
of focus on the CBS category, we have
learned various things about how to grow
it. Category management and building the
right product assortment were the crucial
first steps.
Another critical need is expertise and
knowledge. Recognizing that the “easy
convenience” products could be bundled
with office supplies is important. But to sell
deeper and get to the “profit center” of the
janitor’s closet, you must be able to speak
the lingo and have credibility with the
building manager and maintenance department and the ability to offer solutions
to reduce cost, waste, and time.
Some examples that can drastically reduce costs include converting c-fold towels to a touchless roll towel system or from
ready-to-use chemicals to a dilution control chemical system.
Suppliers have certainly seen the growth
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Once a dealer reaches 12 to 15% of overall sales in the CBS category, it’s time to
take it to the next level. If the dealer is really serious about the CBS category, it’s
important to consider hiring a specialist.
Many times dealers will appoint someone
already on staff to drive the CBS business,
which often leads to mixed results.
Another strategy that we recommend is to
hire an expert from a local Jan/San distributor. The addition of this associate to the
dealer’s team will greatly increase the
dealer’s success. This specialist brings
CBS knowledge and background straight
to the customers. The specialist is well
versed in going through the back or side
door of his customers and selling off carpet.
The OP Channel has been gaining approximately 1% share point per year of the $25
billion cleaning market (does not include
Independent Dealer

breakroom snacks and beverages). The
share gain has come at the expense of the
traditional jan/san distributor, and many
sales reps are saying “If you can’t beat
‘em, join ‘em.” The market is ripe for talent
to cross over to progressive dealers.
The key advantages of the OP channel
over the traditional jan/san channel is the
e-content, catalogs, next day delivery, and
smaller units of measure.
It’s important not to throw all of that away
by letting a newly-hired specialist try to
grab quick topline dollars.
It is tempting to give the ambitious seller
the leeway to make merchandising decisions, but we caution dealers to be
thoughtful about your current marketing
programs that are tied into your system
that function well.
Bring on the expertise and knowledge, but
stay focused and resist the temptation to
go off on the tangents that may be counter
to your long-term success.
As CBS opportunities continue to grow,
it’s imperative to leverage all of the tools
and manage the many resources that your
business partners bring to bear.
The future is bright for dealers who take
advantage of this significant opportunity.
The goal is to promote cleaning for health
and hygiene and this is a certainly an honorable profession to pursue.
Chris Whiting is vice president, CBS, for
S.P. Richards Co.
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They’re Back !!!
More Crazy Prebates
Coming to a Customer Near You!
By Tom Buxton

As an industry consultant and national
sales manager for AOPD (also on a consulting basis), I often gain visibility into trends
before they become widely known. Sometimes that is good and other days the discoveries cause me a sleepless night or two.
Recently, I have witnessed the renewal of
a practice that while it never went away
completely has taken on renewed vigor at
the present time. I am speaking of our
large competitors offering sizable—sometimes even massive—prebates to
prospects in an effort to win their business
at just about any cost.
One of the big boxes we compete against
recently went so far as to send an unsolicited offer to one very large potential customer that promised 35-50% of first year
spend based upon a five year deal (On
S10 million that would be between $3.5
and $5 million).
Obviously, the incumbent on the account
(also not one of us) is in some trouble and,
for reasons I will explain later, will have a
difficult time matching the offer.
The incumbent must also wonder what if
anything they can do to “stop the train.”
Sadly, at the point that an unsolicited offer
of such magnitude has been presented
and evaluated in a positive manner, the
chances for the incumbent to keep the account are usually slim and none; especially,
if there is even a hint of dissatisfaction
within the customer’s end users.
At times like these I ask myself two questions:
February 2013

• What can be done to inoculate my customer against such enticements?
• Are there any opportunities for my business because of these events? (To be
discussed next month.)

the best part for the dealer providing the
contract is that they are able to use the
Sarbanes-Oxley statute as the reason for
adding draconian rules.

Actually, I believe there are numerous
things that can be done to nearly guarantee that your customer will not be enticed
away by exorbitant offers of cash.

For those of you who don’t know what Sarbanes-Oxley adds to the mess, it is an act
that basically states that any money a company gives to another company must be directly tied to a specific business purpose.

First, you need to decide if you are willing
to take a chance. Life is full of risk so why
not try one in your business?

Also, because the government wrote it, (the
document is hundreds of pages long), very
few people are sure of its exact provisions.

The risk I would take—and it’s one with
which I have been successful in the past—
is to proactively address the danger with
your customer.

Consequently, it can be used as a weapon
by the legal profession to ensure that prebates are tied to purchasing performance.

Tell them what is going on in the marketplace and point out the potential downsides of signing a contract that ties them
to a very specific amount of spend.
They should know that their spend is probably shrinking to some degree in most
basic supply and furniture categories and
that the chances of their company being
subject to some of the less highlighted
portions of the proposed contract are
quite high.
Legal commitments like accelerated price
increases for missing purchasing goals
and return of the pro-rated rebate if the
contract is terminated are but a few of the
clauses that should make your customer
take a second look.
From my days with the strategic team at
Corporate Express, I can tell you that the
devil is most definitely in the details. And
Independent Dealer

Therefore, because of all of the reasons
just stated, I would take the chance to talk
to my biggest customers if I had any concern at all about the competition coming
in unannounced.
Also, make sure that you know everyone
possible within the executive team of your
largest customers and that they are ecstatic about your services and involvement
with their organization.
In other words, get “Three Wide and Three
Deep” with your best customers and evaluate your rep’s performance based upon
their connections to the client.
If your team knows your top customers
well and is open about the competition,
you should be safe.
There is one thing I wouldn’t do however. I
wouldn’t call a prebate unethical or immoral.
It may or may not be depending on the
Continued on page 37
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They’re back... continued from page 36
terms, but pointing a finger at a competitor
about prebates might leave other fingers
pointing back when you accept one from
your second call wholesaler.
Earlier in this column I said I would explain
why an incumbent, even a big box, would
have trouble matching an unsolicited prebate.
Any incumbent has a hard time matching
another competitor’s prebate, because the
customer’s volume is already part of their
sales and the pricing they are providing is
based upon (hopefully) a fair profit.
If there are problems with a given supplier,
a prebate might be worth looking at, but
too many times customers and dealers accept prebates without due consideration.
Dealers do this all the time when the vendor they have been relying on has done an
excellent job but can’t offer as high a renewal fee as the opposition.
So many dealers say that prebates are unfair when provided by large competitors,
but leave their wholesaler every few years

based upon a new “loan.“

being a party to this practice ourselves.

Yes, I said loan, because whichever wholesaler you choose, you should know they
are quite sophisticated and know how to
make their money back and more over a
period of time.

If you have a great relationship with your
wholesaler and a rep who improves your
business, stick with them and have an honest discussion about how they make their
money and what you need from them.

So, if you really need a low interest loan, a
prebate might be one way to get it, but recognize as you do that unless your incumbent
has not performed, such an agreement will
set your business back, not move it forward.

If you have not been able to change your
company to better compete in the new
world of distribution, don’t assume that
another year of life with the new prebate
will help you conquer the world either.

In recent months I have spoken with numerous dealers who have actually paid the upfront money back to their first call wholesaler
in order to ensure more competitive costing.

The changes you need to make are probably
much tougher, and should also be longer
lasting than just getting a cash infusion.

But there are many others who have not
and every three years or so they go out to
bid to see who will provide them the most
largesse. Or they take the money because
they are nearly going broke and need the
cash infusion to stay alive a little bit longer.
Just as we discourage this with our customers, we should be very careful about

Lastly, be sure to remember that famous
saying: “Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you.”
Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability. For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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The Times,
They Are
A-Changin’

By Troy Harrison

Recently, I was at a trade show in
Orlando and speaking on prospecting.
At the conclusion of my presentation, I
opened the floor for questions and
discussion.
A man in the middle of the room raised his hand and said, “I think
you missed a very important part of prospecting. You didn’t speak
at all about making friends with the executive secretaries so that they
will allow you to talk to their bosses. Why didn’t you cover that?”
I answered, “Because, honestly, I believe that it’s an obsolete skill
set. Few business owners and presidents and even fewer middle
managers have dedicated assistants now.”
He looked at me for a moment, then smiled and said, “I just asked
you a 1983 question, and you gave me a 2013 answer, didn’t
you?” I laughed and replied that, yes, this was true.
This question—and a few others I have received recently—started
me thinking about how much the science and mechanics of selling have changed over the past 10-15 years.

many called “Rightsizing,” and what others called “Downsizing.”
I call it “reality.”
Executive assistants were terminated in droves. Middle managers
whose duties were often redundant, duplicative or unnecessary
were encouraged to find employment elsewhere.
For many salespeople, these middle managers were our contacts
and these executive assistants our pathways to decision makers
(hence the question that led off this article).
If those people aren’t there anymore, what do you do? Some salespeople have found new ways to get to decision makers; others have
simply failed as their skills have become obsolete.
There’s a second result of all this. In the 80s, Miller and Heiman became big forces in the sales training world with a system built around
the “complex sale” that happened when you had large numbers of
middle managers and committees involved in major purchases.
For most companies, those committees and middle managers have
been cut drastically and what’s left is a streamlined purchasing process
that is very time-sensitive and that requires salespeople to give and
get high value from the time we’re allotted. The complex sale has been
simplified and intensified. Can you handle it?

Customers Don’t Need Us. This is something I’ve been talking about

Worse, it started me thinking about how little much of the sales
training and sales knowledge has changed to adapt with it. If you
don’t adapt, you’re going to be left behind. So let’s discuss some
of these changes:

for a few years. Virtually everything you sell can be purchased over
the Internet, without the intervention of a salesperson. As a result,
you now have to earn your place in the sales process, rather than
have it gifted to you.

Corporate Rightsizing. What many companies learned as things

Again, this means that you have a duty to give and get high value during
your interactions with customers. The day of the “donut call” is over.

got lean in the 90s and into the 2000s, was that they had more
people than they had actual work to do. This resulted in what
February 2013
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The Times... continued from page 38
Good salespeople now must have an
agenda—and a win for the customer—in
every sales call or they will lose opportunities
to make sales calls.
Much of the time, it’s more convenient for
a customer to tap a few keys and get what
they need, so if your sales call doesn’t
make them better, you won’t be invited in.

Straight Commission is Dying. This is one
of the most controversial claims that I
make. In Orlando, a business owner took
me on, telling me that he has a very stable
and successful sales force that does great
without salaries.
His people, he says, are motivated by the
lure of uncapped earnings, and moreover,
he feels that the best salespeople are motivated this way.
During the session, we agreed that he was
probably the exception to the rule. He told
me that his sales force was mature and
long-tenured, and I advised him that he’s
likely to see a generational shift when he
gets ready to hire again (I’m seeing this
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with every company I consult with that
does straight commission).
Post-session, he approached me and admitted privately that he has, in fact, had to
pay a salary to his three most recent hires.
So, why the battle in session? My guess is
that he’s still stuck on the idea that straight
commission=gut=best sellers.

Here’s a truth: The sales hiring market
has changed. You can’t simply toss out
your shingle and expect to hire winners
and pay them nothing.
Nowadays, the truth is that there are fewer
quality salespeople than there are jobs for
them. Salespeople who have options (i.e.,
who are proven performers) are going to be
fought for and one of your main weapons is
an attractive salary plus commission package.
This is simple psychology. One of our basic
human needs is the need for security. You
might like it or you might not like it, but it’s
the reality.

Independent Dealer

Change can be difficult to deal with. And
sometimes changing means swallowing
some pride. But it’s essential, if you’re still
going to be a thriving salesperson—in 20
years, or ten years, or even two years—
that you change with the times.
You can still live in the fantasy world of
what sales used to be like or you can adapt
to reality. I’ve discovered reality buys more
and pays better than fantasy. What are you
doing to adapt?
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You
Mean It!” and the President of SalesForce
Solutions, a sales training, consulting, and
recruiting firm. For information on booking
speaking/training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for his weekly E-zine,
please call 913-645-3603, e-mail TroyHarrison@SalesForceSolutions.net, or visit
www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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Preparing the Bait
to Target the Big Fish
By Krista Moore

In the December issue of INDEPENDENT
DEALER, I wrote about the importance for
office products independents of changing
their focus and targeting larger accounts.
That article listed the Top 10 reasons for
that change, which included larger accounts being more loyal and having
greater appreciation for value over price.
Conversely, smaller accounts have many
choices, they tend to be more difficult to
differentiate and get beyond the price conversations.
These reasons alone should be compelling
enough to at least consider expanding further into the large account market.
I think we would all agree, though, that if you
are going to change your focus and begin
targeting these accounts, you cannot go to
market in your traditional way or with the
same sales approach and process that you
would use for a midsize or small account.
If you already are targeting this market, it may
be worth re-examining how it is going and
what you can do to improve your win ratio.
First and foremost, you need the confidence and skills to have high-level conversations about the prospect’s business
objectives and how you can impact them.
This approach goes beyond just the features and benefits of what you have to
offer, and involves a conversation focused
more on commodity and price.
At K.Coaching we have designed sales
training and coaching programs to help independents create a successful sales
process, by moving from traditional methods to more of a Sales 2.0 approach and
make the necessary changes to continue
February 2013

to compete and grow in this industry.
Selling to large accounts is a high-demand
program; many dealers are realizing that
this is necessary for sustainable growth
and improved retention rates. But the first
step is getting comfortable calling on
higher level decision makers or “strategic
buyers” within these accounts.
Here are some tips to prepare yourself and
improve your readiness so you can realize
greater success:
Think like the strategic buyer. Let’s pretend for a moment that you are the presi
dent or owner of your top prospect; you
have 50 employees and operate in a highly
competitive industry.
As you drive to work on a typical Monday,
what are you thinking about? It may surprise you, but your target buyers in large
accounts don’t spend their morning commute thinking about what office products
they need to buy that day.
They are thinking instead about their “big
rocks,” the things they have to achieve to
be successful in their roles.
They usually have to slay some dragons in
order to get to their goals and quite often
there are products and services that you
offer that will definitely help them overcome these obstacles.
The key to finding their product and service needs is to first understand the higher
level needs of their business.
For those of you reading this who are business owners or sales managers yourselves, this thought process may come
naturally for you.
But many sales reps are wired differently.
Independent Dealer

They’re thinking about asking the traditional questions, providing prices, and
hoping to win some business.
When they don’t win, they believe the reason is because they were not price competitive. It doesn’t occur to them that they
did not connect to what was important to
the buyer or the company.
They failed to communicate the compelling reasons and inherent benefits to
the customer for changing. The sales rep
needs to think like a strategic buyer.
Understand business acumen. Understand what’s really important to a prospect
and their business, not what you think it
should be.
There are a number of ways to learn about
a company and its personal interests, but
you do need to approach this research
having a basic understanding of business.
Strategic buyers are thinking about profit
and loss, productivity, operational efficiencies, competitive strategies and human
capital.
If you are going to call on higher level decision makers and nurture a relationship
with them, you need to refine your business acumen and develop a comfort level
with these types of conversations.
This involves the ability to make good
judgments and quick decisions in a business setting where you can have conversations that demonstrate a keenness and
depth of perception, especially in practical
business matters.
Read business journals and press releases, research your prospect’s industry,
Continued on page 41
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Target... continued from page 40
understand the impact of the economy on
their company and know their competition.
Larger accounts are looking for a business
partner; they don’t just want to be sold to.
Developing business acumen will provide you
with the confidence to be professional, prepared, and relate to topics that are specific to
your prospect’s company and industry.
When you communicate in this manner,
you build your credibility and, as a result,
the prospect’s trust.
You’ve heard me say it before; You’ve got
to stand apart from your competition. If
you go to market with this approach you
will be exceeding your prospect’s expectations and will certainly stand out from the
traditional sales rep and your competitors.
Know your true value to them. No matter
where your prospect lives or what their role
is in the organization, everyone responds
to the same motivators—their own personal interests.
Your prospect wants to know what you can do
for them and how it will further their interests.
If you start your conversation with a show

and tell, talking about you or your company, you’re sure to gain only half of your
prospect’s attention.
It’s when you start talking about what is
important to them in their world that their
ears will perk up.
Regardless of the size of your prospect,
learn as much as possible about your customer, their role, their company and their industry and demonstrate early and often in
your conversation the value you can bring to
them.
What the larger account strategic buyer really cares about is his business—what he
needs to achieve for success—and what is
holding them back from achieving those
goals and objectives.
The key to your success is uncovering their
needs, understanding their business objectives and determining what is holding
them back from success.
That’s the only way you can target what it
is you offer that can help them. Start with
your strategic buyer’s world and then bring
in the things that differentiate you from the
rest of your competition.

It is not easy to make this transition to
larger accounts and will require you to be
very methodical about your sales process
and approach.
Yes, it may require additional work and a
change in behavior, but everyone will be
better for it and the acquisition of the larger
account will make it all worthwhile.
Now is the ideal time for independents to
target those accounts that have traditionally been serviced by the big box competitor. Once they experience your professional
approach and the power and value of working with an independent, they will be forever loyal!

Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching, Inc,
an executive coaching and consulting practice
that has helped literally hundreds of independent dealers maximize their full potential
through enhancing their sales strategies, sales
training and leadership development. For
more information, visit K.Coaching’s web site
at www.kcoaching.com.
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Top Online Marketing
Trends for 2013
The beginning of a new year is a
time for retrospection, a time to
review our successes and the
lessons we have learned. It’s
also a time to concentrate on the
business and marketing goals
we have defined for this year.
In the past we have discussed the importance of having an online marketing plan,
why you need to address SEO, PPC and
social media. Hopefully you have had a
chance to put those strategies into place.
Now it’s time to take a step forward. This
is the year of growth. This is the year to
take your business to the next level with
several of the Top Online Marketing Trends
for 2013.

Content Creation & Marketing
Content is King. Cliché? Yes. True? You bet.
2013 is the year for creating value.
Creating unique and resourceful content accomplishes several goals. First, it establishes you as
an industry and thought leader. Second, it’s SEO
gold. Search engines are adamant about the quality and value of the content on your website and
how often it gets published. Third, it can be used
as part of your content marketing strategy.
Content Marketing (aka Inbound Marketing)
is the practice of creating and distributing
valuable content to attract and engage a defined target audience—being careful not to
make a blatant sales pitch. This will lead to
greater brand awareness and ultimately conversions. According to Roper Public Affairs:
• 80% of business decision makers prefer
to get company info in a series of articles
versus an advertisement.
• 60% say that content helps them make
better product decisions.
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In other words, if you build it, they will come.

Mobile Madness
Mobile is the 800-pound Gorilla in the
room. Stop ignoring it. This year, 90% of
all mobile phones will be smartphones. In
fact, by 2014 mobile is expected to overtake fixed Internet access.
You need to insure that you are adding
“second-screen value” to your brand. How
is your brand represented to mobile audiences? Do you have a mobile site, an
app? You could be losing valuable business here. Consider that Mobile search
has grown four-fold in the past year, according to Google, After all, awareness is
the first step!

Responsive Design
It’s becoming harder to predict how a user
will access your website. So, plan for it with
Responsive Design.
Responsive Design ideally should now be
the norm, not the option for web designs.
Responsive Designs deploy “liquid layouts”
which means the design will adapt for users
of different devices (mobile, laptop, etc…)
and of different screen resolutions.
Responsive Design helps personalize the
experience and allows for better conversions. Google is now even recommending
this as the best way to optimize for mobile.

SEO’s Changing Landscape
Last year was the year of algorithm
changes (i.e., Google’s zoo full of Pandas
and Penguins). This year we need to be
aware of a few new things:
• Localization: Google’s preference for
local websites and info is evident. They
have been personalizing results for
years, one factor being geographic location. This trend will only continue.
Independent Dealer

By Jennifer Schulman

• Media Rich Results: You will see more
images, videos, etc. on page 1 than standard text results.
• Social Signals: These are actions by a
user that enable them to share content
on social networking websites such as
Facebook likes and shares; Twitter mentions, tweets and retweets; Pinterest
pins and Google +1s. These play a factor in organic rank.

Social Strategies
Your customers are social and you should
be too. We’re going to skip the basics and
provide just a few things to focus on in
2013:
• Use the channels to distribute that killer
content we spoke about earlier. Become
a social influencer.
• Leverage advertising (i.e. Facebook
Ads, Promoted Tweets, sponsored stories).
• Set up a social media framework. What
are your objectives for getting involved?
What metrics will help you determine if
you’ve reached them?
• Stay involved. Engage with your followers. Ask questions. Reply back. Stay on
top of Social Reputation Management.
Well there you have it! So, what’s in your
online marketing playbook this year?

Jennifer Schulman is president of Fortune
Web Marketing, a full service online marketing agency specializing in Search Engine Marketing, SEO, PPC, Social Media,
Analytics, Email Marketing, Web Design,
Online Videos and Press Releases. For
more information, visit www.fortunewebmarketing.com.
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